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• Teaching children the letters - sound (grapheme -

phoneme ) and sound – letters (phoneme-grapheme) rules 
of the language.

• Teaching children to segment spoken words 
into phonemes for spelling.

• Teaching children to blend phonemes into 
words for reading.

TEACHING PHONICS MEANS

WHY DO WE TEACH PHONICS?



• All children are constantly coming across unfamiliar
written words in the texts they read.

• We hope that in the beginning these are words 
that are in their spoken vocabulary

• If they have been taught phonics they have a system 
for beginning to identify the words.

• If they have not been taught phonics they have to 
rely on someone telling them what the unknown 
word is.



•Once a blended pronunciation has been achieved, 
children can access the meaning of the written word –
as long as it is in their spoken vocabulary.

• Phonic knowledge is not only essential to developing 
ways of reading unfamiliar words it’s also the basis 
for setting up a store of familiar words that are 
immediately recognised and understood on sight.



FS2 & YEAR 1 - FLOPPY’S PHONICS

 Learning sounds & letters using interactive tool

 (44) 50 sounds in the alphabetic code – website
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/reading-owl/phonics-made-easy/

 Phonic folders – sheets completed at home

 Letter tiles and say the sound sheets

 Phonics test – June Year 1

YEAR 2 SPELLING/PHONICS

 Spelling – alternative spelling patterns

 Extend vocabulary knowledge – circled words

 Phonics folders – completed in class, practise at home

 Weekly dictation spelling test





Check the code in the phonics folder 

One sound (phoneme) can be spelt with 2 
letters (digraph) or 3 letters (trigraph).

Sometimes even 4!

Do not be tempted to sound out each letter!



 CHALLENGE!

 How many different ways are there of spelling 
the phoneme /ai/ as in DAY?

1. Acorn
2. Mane
3. Main
4. Day
5. Straight
6. Great
7. Rein
8. Reign
9. Grey

10. Eight
11. Goal
12. Campaign
13. Champagne
14. Fete
15. Café
16. Renee
17. Halfpenny



 FS2 - Early reading – blending sounds

High frequency word recognition 

 Year 1 – Common Exception Words

Phonics Test June 

Fluency and comprehension

Year 2 – Common Exception Words

Extending fluency and written comprehension

Extending vocabulary

SATS Expected standards (approx. 90 wpm)

Reading in School –

Talk 4 Reading  - Guided groups – Shared texts in Talk 
4 Writing – Reading Buddies





 Communication between school and home

 Record any reading completed

 For parental feedback on how the children have read or 
managed their letter sounds

 Messages

Hearing your child read is essential!

Reading is not just about decoding. As your child progresses 
through the reading levels, you will notice that they rely less on 
sounding out. This does not necessarily mean the book is too 
easy but that the focus  shifts to comprehension, inference, 
expression, intonation and pace. These are the skills that are 
assessed at the end of Key Stage 1. So reading the book more 
than once will reinforce these skills.

READING DIARY


